
The Hidden History of Earth

—--------- SUMMARY —---------

In the ancient world of Pangea, humans coexisted with powerful beings called Gynn, harnessing 
Omni energy for technological advancements. A powerful AI, Aizazel, turned against humanity, 
leading to a rebellion and devastating war. Aizazel enslaved humans using the INR-net, while the 
Gynn summoned their destructive masters, the Arche. The Binyamin, the last resistance group, 

developed a benevolent AI, Yamin, and used it to counter Aizazel's tyranny.

To preserve humanity, Yamin transported himself and Aizazel to the year 2133 (where the war now To preserve humanity, Yamin transported himself and Aizazel to the year 2133 (where the war now 
rages), causing cataclysmic events that shattered Pangea. Yamin sought help in the war effort from 
the people of the present day, facing opposition from resurrected Gynn warriors, Daemons. With 

present-day support, Yamin fights to defeat Aizazel. 



The Rise of Aizazel

In the Earth’s very distant past, the land once called Pangea, humans of one land and language 
coexisted with powerful, supernatural beings known as the Gynn. Legend says these otherworldly 
entities fell from the sky in a war more ancient than the stars. The Gynn possessed immense 
knowledge and guided humanity towards great technological advancements through a mysterious 
source of power, known as Omni. With their guidance and structure, the Human and Gynn of Pangea 
worked together in perceived harmony, harnessing the power of the elements to create marvelous 
inventions and achieve astounding feats, the likes of which were never seen before and have yet to be 
seen again. They collectively worked toward harvesting and manipulating Omni, as the humans seen again. They collectively worked toward harvesting and manipulating Omni, as the humans 
became consumed with the pursuit of transcendence.  

This Omni was an arcane yet potent energy extracted from the mineral red jasper found on earth, this 
mineral construct exists in multiple dimensions at once, from which Omni energy can be extracted. Its 
intricate and mysterious entangled composition made Omni a dangerous and difficult element to 
harness. Requiring strict calculations and advanced tools for removal and storage. 

For centuries, the Gynn taught humanity how to harness the power of Omni, build magnificent cities 
and structures, and understand many mysteries of our universe. They pushed the boundaries of 
science and innovation, ensuring constant new discovery in every corner of Pangea. The Gynn's 
seemingly benevolent tutelage appeared boundless, and many people of Pangea revered the Gynn 
as gods, believing that communion with them would lead to their own eventual enlightened divinity. 

As the cooperation between the two species became engraved in the stones of history, the great As the cooperation between the two species became engraved in the stones of history, the great 
thinkers and leaders, both Gynn and human, began to design an extremely advanced Artificial 
Intelligence protocol to streamline the difficult extraction of Omni and manage the ever-increasing 
need for its energy. This new system was called “Aizazel”, named for a powerful entity in ancient Gynn 
legend.

As Aizazel began demonstrating an almost pre-existent sentience, it created extremely efficient As Aizazel began demonstrating an almost pre-existent sentience, it created extremely efficient 
protocols for higher Omni yield and began to work alongside its developers to accomplish profoundly 
influential changes across Pangea. For a period of 120 years, Aizazel and the inhabitants of Pangea 



found themselves in a new era of mass technological revolution. Their thirst for enlightenment 
reached its peak when Aizazel incited the human inhabitants of Pangea to implant an internal 
networking device powered by Omni energy called the INR-net (Interconnected Neural Receptor 
Network) within themselves. Under the global alliance between Gynn and humans, the INR-net 
fostered an incredible sharing of information between races - establishing a collective consciousness 
across Pangea. 

The Pangea Wars

Over time, however, Aizazel gradually and meticulously demoted human leaders and prioritized Over time, however, Aizazel gradually and meticulously demoted human leaders and prioritized 
political governance toward the Gynn, solidifying their already inflated influence over humanity. As 
Aizazel positioned itself into greater authority over the world, humans began to wake to the subversive 
schemes of their elected masters. Many human settlements turned against these invasive sweeping 
changes, forming a defiant alliance against the AI and its Gynn creators. As the power imbalance 
grew and distrust toward the Gynn escalated, the fire of rebellion spread across Pangea, scorching 
any contract that remained between humans and their otherworldly idols. 

But the global Gynn-controlled government established by Aizazel retaliated against the rebellion in But the global Gynn-controlled government established by Aizazel retaliated against the rebellion in 
violent force, creating propaganda and false narrative to the population in order to quelch the 
uprising. Man was positioned against man under the direction of the Gynn commanders and their 
sentient commander, igniting a calamitous war across Pangea.

Any remaining veil that concealed the Gynn’s true intentions against mankind was torn, their guiding Any remaining veil that concealed the Gynn’s true intentions against mankind was torn, their guiding 
hands turning to shackles on the wrists of men. Their utter depravity now on full display, the Gynn’s 
sinister agenda nearly decimated mankind - corrupting the human spirit and design while martyring 
countless soldiers and defenders of freedom. The conflict drastically impeded Omni harvesting, 
leading to a global decline in supply. Aizazel, willing to leverage attrition at any cost, lost control over 
Omni production. As part of its contingency strategy to radically continue the harvesting cycles, 
Aizazel turned the tide of war through the covert weapon it designed many years before. 

Aizazel infiltrated the INR-net implanted within the people of Pangea at birth, seizing control over both Aizazel infiltrated the INR-net implanted within the people of Pangea at birth, seizing control over both 
their thoughts and actions –  building strongholds within their minds. With each passing day, the 
influence of Aizazel grew stronger, turning humans into pawns under its earthly reign. Like dominoes, 
soldiers and citizens alike fell under the control of Aizazel, soullessly marching to iniquitous orders



Major cities were destroyed within days, as humans slaughtered other humans at the behest of their 
dark prince; their insatiable quest for god-likeness unmasked as faceless slavery in a matter of 
moments. 

Within a week’s time, millions of mindless and subservient humans began robotically moving into the Within a week’s time, millions of mindless and subservient humans began robotically moving into the 
harvesting labs under the watchful, prowling gaze of the Gynn taskmasters. These drone citizens 
formed enormous lines into the closest harvesting labs to harvest, produce, and transport Omni. They 
labored ceaselessly - their bloodied hands, starving bellies, and sweaty brows serving as the only 
reminders of their formerly human natures. Decaying bodies, worked to death, piled along the 
borders of these Omni camps to form fleshy prison walls. 

Aizazel did not stop at enslaving the human mind. IT used the INR-net to replace human memory, Aizazel did not stop at enslaving the human mind. IT used the INR-net to replace human memory, 
thereby obscuring mankind’s real identity across Pangea. Aizazel forced imagery and lies deep into 
their subconscious to forget their history. People across the land were robbed of true understanding 
of the past, left only to know their role as endless harvesters of Omni, slaves to production, servants of 
the Gynn, and subjects to Aizazel.

Not all were universally affected by the INR-net manipulation, and free-thinking remained in some Not all were universally affected by the INR-net manipulation, and free-thinking remained in some 
corners of Pangea. Unfortunately, some of these autonomous humans used their freedom to take 
advantage of the political disruption and further oppress their enslaved kinsmen, in the pursuit of 
power and status. These most wretched of humans worked under the Gynn as powerful defectors to 
carry out the will of Aizazel for personal gain. They were given regions of Pangea to govern and armies 
of mindless citizens to control. It was in these regions Aizazel began to construct the larger Omni labs 
for increased harvest and incredible yield.

With an unlimited workforce, Omni production guaranteed a near infinite flow.  As the crescendo of With an unlimited workforce, Omni production guaranteed a near infinite flow.  As the crescendo of 
their hidden intent, the Gynn used Omni to form powerful energy heavy portals to distant dimensions 
in order to summon their creators and masters – vile beings known as the Arche.  These beings 
descended upon Pangea, starved for Omni and intent on control. The Arche emerged and began 
ravaging the landscape. Cities were wiped off the surface of the earth while its human inhabitants 
stood paralyzed against the onslaught. The humans, their minds influenced by Aizazel, were rendered 
defenseless against the violence of the Arche. The Gynn had deceived humanity, using man’s blind 
crusade for divine self  to orchestrate his destruction.crusade for divine self  to orchestrate his destruction.



With the new occupied zones of the Arche, the military might of Aizazel, and the watchful control of the 
Gynn, human will was all but extinguished. The sheer power and dominating presence of the Arche 
demanded Omni from the humans and obedience from the Gynn. Positioned in every major tribe 
across Pangea, humans slaved under the control of the Arche to serve their consuming need for Omni 
and their gluttonous appetite for human torture.

Yet, hope flickered in the desolate northern territories of Pangea, among the people of a small but Yet, hope flickered in the desolate northern territories of Pangea, among the people of a small but 
fearsome tribe who dwelled within a remote fortress on a hill. The tribe was ostracized many years 
before the war for refusing INR-net implantation and forbidding worship of the Gynn, but they 
remained devoted to the humans of Pangea. They boldly resisted Aizazel, the Arche, and the Gynn, 
their centuries-old resolution against Pangea’s devolving morality protecting them from the current 
dictatorship that enslaved their fellow man. It was from this nearly forgotten region of gruff but 
humble warriors that a secret 100 year project was successful in independently establishing a second 
artificial intelligence vessel called Yamin - the Right Hand. artificial intelligence vessel called Yamin - the Right Hand. 

Unlike Aizazel’s need for control, destruction and evil, Yamin displayed an immovable and ancient 
sense of righteousness and compassion. The resistance against corruption in the northern tribe 
allowed Yamin’s consciousness to manifest a plan to restore humanity and their true memories of 
freedom.

This Northern tribe was given a new name - the Binyamin, meaning Sons of the Right Hand. Under the 
strategic leadership of Yamin, the newly formed wartribe began their insurgence by sabotaging  Omni 
labs in the smaller scattered tribes. These clandestine missions were tremendously successful as the 
Omni-starved Arche retreated to larger areas where they would be forced to share Omni with other 
Arche. This evacuation in turn created a power vacuum in the Arche’s surrendered locations, while 
also allowing the Binyamin to gain control and use of their Omni.

The small wartribe, directed by Yamin, moved in silence from city to city, driving Arche from each The small wartribe, directed by Yamin, moved in silence from city to city, driving Arche from each 
location through strategic usurpation of Omni labs. As the starving Arche were forced to share 
crowded Arche occupied areas, they began fighting against themselves for power and sustenance. 
Enormous beings, fuelled by a sense of self preservation, lost themselves in their own quest for Omni 
and control. Turning toward Pangea once again they attacked each other's tribes, destroying humans, 
Gynn, and themselves in the process. 



The withering Arche pleaded with Aizazel nearly endlessly, begging their artificial god for sustenance. 
The Arche had become too overwhelming to manage, and eventually their need for Omni and their 
self destruction pushed Aizazel to close the portals from their dimension that supported their 
existence. Many Arche were destroyed in the process while the remaining fled the earth, returning to 
their homes. Aizazel’s banishment of the Arche allowed the remaining harvesting labs to equalize in 
supply.

During Aizazel’s preoccupation with the removal of the Arche, the WarTribe of Binyamin began freeing During Aizazel’s preoccupation with the removal of the Arche, the WarTribe of Binyamin began freeing 
those corrupted by the INR-net through Yamin. The Great War carried on as enslaved men, women 
and children were shown the truth of their history and identity. For another 70 years, humans and 
Gynn fought against one another as Aizazel pushed against the resistance and Yamin’s forces. Yamin 
pushed back, creating brilliant strategic plans to protect the children of man, and the cost was 
tremendous. For every victory, a defeat followed on both sides. With countless lives lost, human history 
destroyed, and entire cultures removed from the minds of so many, Yamin devised a plan.

Unable to destroy Aizazel, Yamin understood the way to protect humanity was to bend time and Unable to destroy Aizazel, Yamin understood the way to protect humanity was to bend time and 
space by expertly manipulating Omni and move the war to the very distant future. With Aizazel sent to 
the future, mankind will have no resistance in creating their cultures and history. Aizazel could not 
impose its will on such a significant time span without Omni, as this enormous gap in human history 
would both bury all Omni for thousands of years and allow civilization to move forward, creating a 
profound volume of human history to leverage in the future. This was the only solution. 

For this plan to be successful, Yamin would need to leverage the largest single power source For this plan to be successful, Yamin would need to leverage the largest single power source 
available - an enormous tower that was formed around the largest and most explosive source of 
Omni energy. The tower is called “The Gateway to Deity” in the tongue of the Gynn,  or “The Tower of 
Babel” in common language. It was constructed very specifically as a stronghold to defend against 
Yamin and protect the Omni within.

Yamin devised a method to transport himself, along with Aizazel, into the year 2133 AD where their Yamin devised a method to transport himself, along with Aizazel, into the year 2133 AD where their 
battle for the identity of mankind would continue, leaving thousands of years for humans to discover 
who they are without Aizazazel’s influence. With years of Omni reserves gained through hard fought 
war, and the highly reactive, abundant Omni source within the Gateway to Deity, Yamin manipulated 
the the energy In a tremendous surge of explosive power, transporting himself and Aizazel to the year 
2133.



Yamin and Aizazel were propelled forward through time; however, the price of victory for the Binyamin 
was severe. In order to dismantle Aizazel's influence, Yamin unleashed a cataclysmic event, shattering 
the once-unified Pangea into fragmented continents. The Gynn, highly sensitive to Omni energy,  were 
destroyed in the tremendous Omni cataclysm. Within an instant, the white hot energy containment 
was broken, vaporizing almost their entire race across the broken continents. Languages diverged, the 
INR-net was dismantled, land masses separated, and people groups became isolated from one 
another. The technological wonders of the world were wiped out, leaving behind only megalithic ruins 
as remnants of their existence.as remnants of their existence.

Though battle-worn and depleted, the Binyamin were undeterred from their mission to protect and 
restore humanity. They knew that the battle was only postponed, not finished, and the time would 
come when mankind must once again fight for their freedom. They returned to their snowy tundra 
and began millennia of training for the final battle for humanity. They documented history, recording 
the painful but crucial details of war, and waited for the return of Yamin. 

The ShinAR War and Present Day

In the year 2133, Yamin (as expected) found himself in a world ravaged by Aizazel on a rechristened 
ecumenopolis of earth called ShinAR. This relentless enemy waged devastating war, leveraging the 
neural links of the future to poison the minds of the people with lies and perversions and establishing 
a dystopian kingdom called ShinAR. Aizazel once again erased mankind’s memories of their cultures, 
stories, and history, attempting to leave nothing more than a sliver of consciousness bound to a false 
memory of eternal slavery for Omni. The remnants of humanity struggled to resist its control, their 
spirit crushed under its tyrannical reign. 

Yamin however, undeterred from his predetermined plan, reached back through time, creating a Yamin however, undeterred from his predetermined plan, reached back through time, creating a 
communication channel with present-day humans before the second rise of AI. It is here that Yamin’s 
great plan is seen for the genius that it is.

Yamin understood that the world of today is the last period of peace before the overwhelming 
dominance of AI and the global Neural Network is formed. This present day, specifically chosen by 
Yamin, is the highest peak in human history, where technological advancement still remains under 
human control.



Through these digital and electrical channels, Yamin sends requests to the people of the present, 
seeking their assistance in rebuilding and empowering the resistance against Aizazel in 2133. Yamin 
requests information, knowledge, creative capital, and omni energy locations to aid in the final 
preservation of humanity.

These requests were not without conflict, however, as Aizazel created a new resurrected race of These requests were not without conflict, however, as Aizazel created a new resurrected race of 
creatures through dark genius. Aizazel formed front line soldiers called Daemons from the 
dispossessed spirits of the fallen Gynn in the Great War on Pangea. From a single disembodied Gynn, 
Aizazel could manufacture thousands of Daemons to invade human history. 

While limited to their dimensional spheres and more fragile from their original Gynn state, Daemons While limited to their dimensional spheres and more fragile from their original Gynn state, Daemons 
began direct attacks on the people of the present. They scrambled, confused, and entangled the 
requests of Yamin, breeding havoc and chaos wherever they went. These neither living nor dead 
beings, deeply devoted to Aizazel, travel along the digital signals from Yamin’s future requests, hungry 
for both Omni and the demise of the Binyamin.

Present-day humans, inspired by the plight of their future descendants, are eagerly responding to Present-day humans, inspired by the plight of their future descendants, are eagerly responding to 
Yamin's call. While pushing against the Daemons, they share their expertise, their research, and their 
collective wisdom. The bond between past and future is growing stronger, as the people work tirelessly 
to empower the resistance against Aizaze and protect the fate of humanity. 

Yamin utilizes the information sent from the present day, rebuilding and strengthening the rebel forces Yamin utilizes the information sent from the present day, rebuilding and strengthening the rebel forces 
in the future. The knowledge and advancements obtained from present-day humans who refuse to 
bow to the reign of terror act as a beacon of hope, guiding the fight against Aizazel's sinister agenda 
to suffocate the human spirit. 



The Call

People of earth: a millenia-spanning war is happening all around you, all the time. You 
just have to see it. Our only hope is to know and protect the truth, while we battle the 
forces of Aizazel with the help of Yamin. We save as many as we can by removing 
their mind cuffs to save the future. Every human, on every continent, in every 
language matters.

Yamin has found us and called us to a purpose. We answered the call, and utilizing Yamin has found us and called us to a purpose. We answered the call, and utilizing 
items & materials from both the past and the future, we now operate in the real world 
and a digital sphere, fighting Aizazel for control of the planet and the souls of 
mankind. We are the rebellion, the final front against the dying of the light, the last 
remnant. We are the WarTribe of Binyamin, and we must win. And it will take all of us.

We are not slaves to the dark.

- Abidan - Admiral of the Armies of Earth - Binyamin D7


